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SORT SUMMARY 

The action at our coasts of the tsunamis, that is the sea waves caused 
by ear thquakes , sudden landslides in the bo t tom of the sea or at the coast 
and very rarely by eruptions of submar ine volcanoes, is not quite known 
even among specialists. What has been wri t ten on various occasions as 
regards this phenomenon is very little in relation to the more extended 
research in other par ts of the globe. 

The data collected and appearing in this work are expected to fill in 
a small par t of the existing shortage of knowledge. 

It should be pointed out that similar works as well as research as to 
the more general na ture of the phenomenon have recently been initiated 
in many countries at an intensive rate; this has been the result of the 
increase both in volume and number of set t lements and works in general 
on the coast where such waves of ten cause great destruct ion and human 
casualties. 

We can therefore say that this work is quite oppor tune. 
The work commenced with an investigation into ancient texts, archives, 

publications, hydrographic and eterorological observations, oceanographic 
data and sources in general which are related to the phenomenon. The 
informat ion collected helped in the preparat ion of the events of t sunamis 
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f rom the Birth of Christ to 1980 AD. The cases were registered in the 
text in an order by date of occurrence; the location of occurrence, the 
cause and the extent of each phenomenon depending on the damage 
caused are shown in separate columns. Where the cause was an earth-
quake, the epicentre is also indicated. 

Finally, the respective events are shown in a map of Eastern Medi-
terranean so that the distr ibution of the action of this phenomenon in 
this part of the globe and the par t icular intensity with which it appears 
in certain par ts are rendered clear. 

SOMMARIO 

L'azione sulle nostre coste degli tsunamis, cioè delle onde mar ine 
provocate dai terremoti , da smot tament i improvvisi sul fondo del mare 
o lungo le coste e, molto r a ramen te a causa di eruzioni sot tomarine, non 
è completamente conosciuta anche f ra gli specialisti. Quello che è s tato 
scri t to in varie occasioni circa questo fenomeno è assai poco in relazione 
alle più estese ricerche realizzate in al t re part i del mondo. 

I dati raccolti che compaiono in questo lavoro cercano di r iempire 
una piccola par te delle deficienze esistenti nella conoscenza del fenomeno. 

Deve essere messo in evidenza che lavori simili, come la ricerca 
concernente la na tura più generale del fenomeno, sono stati recentemente 
iniziati in molti Paesi a r i tmo intenso, questo è dovuto al l 'aumento e in 
volume e in numero degli insediamenti e delle s t ru t tu re fatt i in genere 
sulle coste dove tali onde causano spesso gravi distruzioni e vittime. 

Possiamo quindi dire che questo lavoro è molto opportuno. 
II lavoro comincia con un' indagine in antichi testi, archivi, pubblica-

zioni, osservazioni idrografiche ed eterologiche, dati oceanografici e sor-
genti in genere relative al fenomeno. Le informazioni raccolte sono state 
di aiuto nella documentazione degli eventi di t sunamis dalla nascita di Cri-
sto al 1980 DC. 

Gli eventi sono stati registrati nel testo secondo la data di evenienza; 
la località dove sono avvenuti, la causa e l 'estensione di ogni fenomeno 
in relazione al danno causato sono scritti in colonne separate. Quando 
la causa è s tata un terremoto, è anche indicato l 'epicentro. 

Infine, i rispettivi eventi sono stati r iportat i in una mappa del Medi-
' e r raneo Orientale in modo da rendere chiara la distr ibuzione dell 'azione 
di questo fenomeno in questa par te del globo e la part icolare intensità 
con cui si è verificato in alcune parti . 

ABSTRACT 

The Eastern Mediterranean has a long history of damaging seismic sea 
waves (Tsunamis ) but a great number of them which are locally generated 
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are small. They have caused no serious damage to the coasts because their 
energy is confined by many islands of the Greek Archipelagos. However, 
some of them have been ra ther severe and destruct ive to proper ty and 
human life. 

This paper is comprised of data f rom an investigation into the activity 
of seismic sea waves in the Eastern Medi terranean f r o m the Bir th of 
Christ to 500 A.D. It contains a great amount of informat ion concerning 
ear thquakes , volcanic erupt ions and seismic sea waves. 

All the available informat ion has been compiled f rom historical ac-
counts, archives, press reports , magazines and related works . 

RIASSUNTO 

Il Mediterraneo orientale ha una lunga storia di danni causati da ma-
remoti ( tsunamis), ma un gran numero di questi originatisi localmente, 
sono piccoli. Gli t sunamis non hanno causato seri danni nelle coste, perché 
la loro energia risulta in par te a t tenuata dalle molte isole dell'Arcipelago 
Greco tuttavia, alcuni di essi sono stati abbastanza gravi e distrut t ivi e 
per le s t ru t tu re e per le vite umane. Il lavoro consiste di dati o t tenut i 
da un' indagine sull 'attività dei maremot i nel Mediterraneo orientale, e 
comprende i seguenti periodi: 
Part 1) dalla nascita di Cristo al 500 d.C. 
Part 2) dal 500 d.C. al 1000 d.C. 
Part 3) dal 1000 d.C. al 1500 d.C. 
Part 4) dal 1500 d.C. al 1800 d.C. 
Part 5) dal 1800 d.C. al 1900 d.C. 
Part 6) dal 1900 d.C. al 1980 d.C. 

Contiene un gran numero di informazioni relative a terremoti , eru-
zioni vulcaniche e maremoti . 

Tut te le informazioni utili sono state raccolte da resoconti storici, ar-
chivi, articoli giornalistici, riviste e lavori manoscri t t i . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tsunamis f rom the Birth of Christ to 500 A.D. in the Eastern 
Mediterranean between 31-44 N and 18-36 E excluding Black Sea 
and the Italian coasts of the Adriatic Sea is the object of the pre-
sent paper. 

The terms « tidal wave » and « tsunami » are often used ins-
tead of the term « seismic sea waves ». The first term is rather 
misleading, since seismic sea-waves are very rarely connected with 
tides. The term « tsunami », derived f rom the Japanese, seems to 
have been universally accepted. 
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The research made so far on the origin and development 
of seismic sea-waves can be classified into two broad categories; 
theoretical studies and observational analyses. Theoretical stu-
dies, necessarily, involve oversimplified assumptions, and their 
results although have been proved helpful in understanding cer-
tain phases of the phenomenon, they have not as yet disclosed 
any particularly interesting fundamenta l characteristic of the 
phenomenon itself. Observational analyses seem to be more ef-
fective in part icular when supplemented by theoretical findings, 
but due to the scanty of observational data they are rarely suc-
cessfully applicable. 

In undertaking an observational study of the origin of seis-
mic sea-waves we sought primarely that the region over which we 
were to carry out our investigation should satisfy two conditions. 
First that the number of individual seismic events in this region 
should be as large and well documented as possible, and second 
that the region should be more or less self-contained of limited 
extent and geotectonically well documented. 

In preparing our paper we were fully aware that its outcome 
would be more suggestive than definitive. Also we were aware 
of the fact that the older historical accounts of seismic phenome-
na rarely include much useful information other than reports 
of the fact that the older historical accounts of seismic phenome-
labours. 

KEY TO DESCRIPTIONS OF EVENTS 

The description of events is arranged in the following man-
ner. 

Dates are given in headlines in the new style (Gregorian). 
They are followed by the name of the region in which the seismic 
sea-wave was felt. This is followed by the name of cities, towns 
or areas which were particularly affected. The intensity, m, of 
the wave is given in small roman numerals and it refers to Sie-
berg's modified intensity scale. Where the height of the wave on 
land or the distance which it flooded inland is known, and indica-
ted as (A = ) and (L = ) respectively. Next the geographical 
coordinates of the epicentre of the main ear thquake shock, when 
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known, are given together with the intensity of the shock (/ = 
in the modified Mercalli scale), magnitude (M = af ter Guten-
berg) and the focal depth (d = , s: shallow, n: normal, i: inter-
mediate). This is followed by the references consulted which are 
pertinent to the Phenomenon itself, to the accompanying earth-
quake, and to the information necessary for the dating of the 
event. Numerals outside the parentheses, refer to references in 
the Bibliography. In the parentheses, roman numerals refer to the 
book (liber) and the following numbers to the chapter and line 
respectively of the text. P: refers to a s tandard system of pagi-
nation while p: indicates the page. Folio is indicated by f . Page 
references to an authority is not given when the material in that 
authori ty is arranged chronologically. Entries marked with an 
asterisk are doubtful events quoted mostly by modern writers, 
which have been included for the sake of completeness. 

Place names mentioned in the originals, suffered many chan-
ges during historical and recent times. When these differ f rom 
those of today, the former are shown in brackets where they 
first occur, and the modern name is used thereafter . Modern 
places are spelt af ter Lippincott. 

In what follows the headlines more information is given 
mainly about the last events. For all the other events only a bare 
outline is given. 

With so many dates, controversial points, so many foreign 
names and such a mult i tude of references as crowd this paper; 
though we have done our best to be as accurate as possible, ma-
ny errors must necessarily have crept in. We shall feel most grea-
teful to those who will point these out to us. 

2 . D E S C R I P T I O N O F E V E N T S 

1. 46* AD. South Coasts of Crete. 43 (p. 217), cf. 41. 

Sieberg (1932) refers to a seismic shock in Crete which was 
accompanied by a seismic sea-wave. This, he implies, was con-
nected with the eruption of the volcano at Thera (Santorini) in 
4 6 A D . 

In spite of our search in early l i terature we have been unable 
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to just ify Sieberg's reference to a seismic sea-wave in Crete, or in 
any other place in the Grecian archipelago, for this date. 

It seems probable that Sieberg obtained this information 
f rom Raul in (1869), whom he quotes as a general reference in 
his catalogue for the Cretan earthquakes. If this is the case, 
then for this event it is obvious that Sieberg was mislead by 
Raulin whose source of information for the 46 AD sea-wave is 
Savary (1788). Savary's work lacks in chronological consistancy. 
He mentions a sea-wave and an ear thquake in Crete for this year 
which he justifies by quoting Septimius (Epistle at Arcadius), 
Suidas, and Philostratus (Vita Apollonii). It is not difficult to 
check these references, in which case one finds that these three 
writers refer to three different events which took place at three 
different times, and that the seismic sea-wave is that of 62 AD. 

We do not exclude the possibility that Sieberg's original re-
ference for this sea-wave was not Raulin. 

2. 62 AD. South Coasts of Crete. Lebena (Hi). 5 (iv, 34), 30. 

According to Philostratus, when Apollonius of Tyana visited 
Leben near Phaestos in Crete, a strong ear thquake shook the is-
land and the sea at Leben retreated about one mile. A few days 
later, he says, the news arrived that on the very same day of the 
ear thquake and just at the same hour of midday an island rose 
out of the sea between the islands of Thera (Santorini) and Crete 
(Vita Apollonii, lib. iv, cf. 34). 

The date of this event we can not place very accurately. 
From Philostratus we know that Apollonius was at Olympia seven 
years before Nero at tempted to cut the is thmus of Corinth (Vita 
Apoll., lib. iv, cf. 24). That a t tempt was made on 01.211.3 = 
67 AD, which fixes this visit to 01.210 = July 61 AD. Apollonius 
af ter the Olympic games (01.210) is at Sparta till the end of the 
winter and in the spring of 62 AD he proceeds to Crete. Although 
we do not know how long he stayed in Crete, where he witnessed 
the ear thquake at Leben, we know that he arrived in Rome af ter 
a long journey f rom Crete in 64 AD (Clinton, p. 49 R). It seems 
probable that the event which he describes should have taken 
place at the end of 62 or 63 AD, most probably in 62 AD since 
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Leben was one of the first places he visited af ter his arrival in 
Crete (1). 

Many writers and in many catalogues we found the island 
which is mentioned by Philostratus identified with the islet of 
Hiera, which emerged between Thera (Santorini) and Theressia 
during one of the early eruptions of the volcano of Thera. This 
chronologically is possible. According to Dio Cassius, Hiera (2) 
appeared in the reign of Claudius (between 42 and 54 AD). Dio, 
fur thermore , says that at the time Valerius Asiaticus was consul-
ate which fixes the year in 46 AD (Histor. Roman., lib. ix, cf 27). 
Aurelius Victor notes moreover that the island emerged at night 
during an eclipse of the moon (lib. ii), which Calvisius (p. 444) 
dates in December 46 AD and Bourger (1657) either in January 
1, 47 or December 31, 46 AD. There is a general agreement in early 
texts (3) that Hiera should have emerged in 46 AD, and, and if we 
disregard Pliny's dating (4) we can prove by refering to Cedri-
nos (p. 197, c, d) that when Hiera emerged Apollonius was in 
Byzantium on his way to India and not in Crete. 

It is clear to us that the island of Hiera emerged in 46 AD 
and that the ear thquake and the accompanying sea-wave at Leben, 
which is described by Apollonius, occurred in 62 AD. There re-
mains, however, to identify the island alluded to by Apollonius, 
which should have been connected with the sea-wave at Leben. 

(1) Gutenberg (1932), Sieberg (1932) and those refering to these two 
catalogues date this event in 66 AD. Marinatos (1939) dates in 60 AD and 
only Schmidt (1879) gives 62 AD. Most wri ters of this event have, most 
probably, been mislead by Raulin (1869) who t ranscr ibed Savary (1788). 

(2) It seems most probable that this island was not Hiera but Theia. 
Fouque (1879). 

(3) Orosius, lib. vii, cf. 6; Seneca, Quest. Natur. , lib. ii, cf. 26.6, Dio 
Cassio, lib. lx, cf. 29, Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. lib. ccxi, 4. 

(4) Pliny dates the appearance of Hiera in July 5, 3 AD while at the 
same time he says that the event was reported to the consulates Marcus 
Junius Silanus and Norbanus Balbus, who, as a mat te r of fact, did not 
become consulates until 19 AD. Apart f rom this chronological inconsistan-
cy, we know that during an early t ranscript ion of Pliny's works, events 
of the CXXXXV Olympiad were dated in the CXXXV 01., apparent ly a mis-
print of the time which complicates mat te r s fu r the r . 
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For this, we resort to Bursian (1862, p. 522) who very logically 
suggests that there might have been a volcanic shoal or islet near 
Thera (Santorini) which following the behaviour not so uncom-
mon with islets around Thera, sunk shortly af ter it emerged f rom 
the sea. 

As for the origin of the seismic sea-wave observed at Leben, 
we may say that is was of volcanic nature. 

3. 76* AD. Cyprus. Cition, Paphos and Salamis. 39 (p. 139), 44 
(p. 775), 15 (vii), 18 (P. 342), 20 (P. 277), 14 (P. 54), 22 (vii, 
9.11), 30 (p. 459), 9 (P. 248). 

A disastrous ear thquake occured in Cyprus in 76 or 77 AD. 
This ear thquake is generally dated together with a pestilence in 
Rome, in 77 AD, but early chroniclers differ in it slightly (1). We 
are inclined to think ra ther of 76 AD as the year for this earth-
quake because this was the year at which the Romans transfe-
red their mint to Cyprus and the first coins minted there are 
dated July 76, August 77 and September 78 (Hill 1940, p. 234). 
It is not improbable that this t ransfer of the mint was connected 
with the measures taken to relieve the island af ter the earthqua-
ke which is generally dated 767 AD but may have taken place 
a year earlier. Some few early chroniclers may have put the 
earthquake in 77 AD in order to synchronise it with the pestilen-
ce in Rome. 

The facts about the part icular places in Cyprus which were 
destroyed by this ear thquake and the seismic sea-wave which is 
supposed to have accompanied this ear thquake, are very obscure. 

If we trust the allusion in the Sibyllina Oracula (lib. iv, lines 
125, 126, 140, 141), the places in Cyprus which suffered most 

(1) Hieronymos (Vita Hilarion, § 7), Svngelos (p. 342), St. Jerome, 
Chron. Paschale (p. 248D), Orosius (lib. vii, § 9.11), Calvisius (p. 459) place 
the pestilence in Rome and the ear thquake in Cyprus in 77 AD, Eusebios 
(Armenian Text, Chron. p. 277) and Elias Nisibinus (Chron. transl. by De-
laporte, p. 54) place the pestilence in this year but the ear thquake between 
July 75 and July 76 AD. Suetonius (Titus ch. 8) and Victor (Epit. p. 367) 
refer this to the reign of Titus. 
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should have been Salamis, Paphos and Cition, but it is questio-
nable whether these places suffered f rom the 76 AD ear thquake 
or f rom a later shock. It seams probable, f rom the slight indica-
tions, mostly inferences f rom statements at a later date, that, 
with the possible exception of Cition, Salamis and Paphos should 
have been damaged to some extent by the 76 AD earthquake. The 
chroniclers were evidently not quite certain of the part icular pla-
ces in Cyprus which were damaged by this ear thquake. 

The Sibyllina Oracula prophesies also a destructive seismic 
sea-wave (lib. iv, lines 126, 140; lib. v, lines 450-453; lib. vii, line 5). 
This prophesy constitutes the sole authority upon which Ober-
hummer (1903, p. 139) (1) and af ter him many authors have ba-
sed their arguments for the 76 AD seismic sea-wave in Cyprus. 
But we find no mention of such an event in the narrat ions of 
early chroniclers (2), and we feel that should an event such as a 
catastrophic seismic sea-wave had in fact accompanied this earth-
quake, it should have been most certainly included by these chro-
niclers in their description of the seismic events of 76 AD. 

Whether, in this instance, the Sibyllina Oracula can be trust-
ed as a source of authentic historical information, and if so, 
whether the seismic sea-wave in Cyprus which is mentioned in 
the text refers to the ear thquake of 76 AD, all yet remains to be 

(1) The Greek text of the Oracle (lib. iv, lines 140, 141) which appears 
in Obernummer ' s work (p. 139, lines 10 and 11) should read: 

AT, (ii, KTJJTQE TctXctmi nr 5E irAaxv -/.una OAAAAOT|<; line 140 
(Hi|>£i, xi- ' iuf( i i i |Oiv dvapoicpOEiaav ueAi|m'C l i n e 141 

( = Alas suffer ing Cyprus, you shall be laid waste by the broad whir-
ling waves of the sea which are tossed up in the winter) 

a n d n o t A'i, u I , KI'CTQE rda iUva, <TE J)E j rAomi x m i a 0«A.<MTO>]C 
xquiIjei, XEt|XE(HT)(Tiv uvtigQicptieiaav UEAAait 

( = Alas suffer ing Cyprus, the broad waves of the sea which are 
tossed up whirling in the winter will cover over you). 

(2) The difference is very impor tan t wince now this oracle does not 
seem to refer to a seismic sea-wave, but ra ther to one of the hurr icanes 
which are known to have burs t over the island during its early history 
Casola ( 1498) , Anonymous (1546 a,b) Lusignan (1580) and others. 

Also Oberhummer ' s s tandard pagination of the oracles is throughout 
by three lines too high. 
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investigated. No other data worthy of any confidence has come 
to our attention. 

4. 142 AD. Island of Rhodes (iv), Islands of Kos, Seriphos and 
Syme (iii), 19, 4 (viii, 43.3), 2 (ix, 1), 1 (iv, 14.4) 33, 34, 36. 

An earthquake in the island of Rhodes is mentioned by Pau-
sanias (lib. viii, § 43.3) which he says devastated the city of Rho-
des. The same event is mentioned by Julius Capitolinus (Ant. 
Pius, lib. ix, § 1) who says that this occurred in the reign of Anto-
nius Pius. Hertzberg (1866) would place this ear thquake in 142 
or 141 AD to which Loewy (1888) and Herberdey (1890) agree. 

This ear thquake is mentioned by many other wri ters (1), no-
ne of which however, notices that it was followed by a seismic 
sea-wave. An extensive reference to the sea-wave which accompa-
nied the 142 AD earthquake, we found in the Greek text of an 
oration by the rhetorician Aelius Aristides (Rhodiakos, xliii, § 340-
374). If we can t rust Aristides's account (2), the city of Rhodes 
was practically devastated not so much by the ear thquake as by 
the sea-wave which followed. Towns in the islands of Cos, Se-
riphos and Syme suffered heavily f rom both the ear thquake shock 
and the ensued sea-wave. In Rhodes the sea advanced many mi-
les inland and rased to the ground what ruins were left stand-
ing by the shock proper. 

It is of interest to note that a proof of this ear thquake we 
found in the Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum, for we learn f rom 
an inscription dated in 142 AD that af ter the ear thquake the town 
of Stratonicea in Caria which was destroyed by the same earth-
quake received financial aid f rom the emperor (CIG, Nr. 2721). 

It is not difficult to show that the ear thquake occurred af ter 
the spring of 142 AD. It is also possible to show that this event 

(1) Dapper (1681); Waddington (1867); Keil (1898); Boulanger (1923); 
Lockwood (1935); Wicks (1960). 

(2) According to Boulanger, this oration does not belong to Aristides 
but to one of the sophistae of his school. The same view is also held by 
Keil. 
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should have taken place before the end of 142 AD. This, we learn 
f rom an inscription, dated 7 November 142 AD in which the coun-
cil of the city of Rhodes expressed its grat i tude for the assistan-
ce offered to Rhodes (Inscriptiones Graecae, Nr. I l l , pi. 701, 702 
and 739). 

In spite of the numerous references that we have on this 
event, very little, if anything at all can be said about the nature 
and the origin of the seismic sea-wave of 142 AD, it seems, howe-
ver, that the seat of the wave was not very far f rom the city of 
Rhodes, since it surged the city before « these still alive f rom the 
ear thquake shock had time to move and search for their missing 
relatives ». Apart f rom this and f rom the fact that the wave was 
not much felt by sailing ships not more than 50 miles f rom Rho-
des, there is nothing else that the 7000-words long narrat ion of 
Aristides can tell us. 

The only conclusion we can draw about the 142 AD seismic 
sea-wave is that its seat should not had been very far f rom the 
city of Rhodes, and most certainly on the northeastern side of 
the island. 

5. 262 AD. South Coasts of Asia Minor (iv?) 7 (v, 2.6) 31 (p. 499), 
809 (p. 51). 

From Trebellius Pollio we learn that in the consulship of Li-
cinius Gallionus desasterous earthquakes occurred in Asia Minor 
and in Lybia. Many houses collapsed causing a large number of 
deaths, and in many places large cracks opened into the ground, 
and clefts were formed. The sea overwhelmed many cities (Gal-
lieni, lib. v, § 2-6). Trebellius says also that these ear thquakes oc-
cured while a great pestilence raged in the east. The pestilence, 
which is also mentioned by Eusebius (Eccles. History, lib. vii, § 22) 
together with the fact that at that time Gallienus was consul, fi-
xes the time of this event in 262 AD. 

It does not seem certain that these ear thquakes happened at 
the same time in Asia Minor and in Lybia. Nor that the inunda-
tions alluded to by Pollio took place in Asia Minor. We were una-
ble to find a more detailed information to these events. 
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6. 315. Dead Sea (iii). 24 (p. 100). 

1. 342" AD. Cyprus. Famagusta. 39 (p. 140), 43. cf.: 12 (P. 30c, 
31a), 1 (P. 183), 13 (P. 29), 8 (P. 298), 23 (11, 10), 17 (iii, 6), 
45 (v, P. 169), 38 (ii, P. 343), 46, 40. 

During the years 341 to 343 a series of destructive earthqua-
kes occurred in the Southern coasts of Asia Minor and in the 
island of Cyprus. These events are mentioned by many chronic-
lers of the time (1), who do not agree on the date of the earthqua-
ke in Cyprus. A most interesting analysis of these texts was made 
by Sathas (1873), who proved beyond doubt that the earth-
quake in Cyprus should have occurred in 342 AD, and that minor 
seismic activity might have proceeded and followed this- earth-
quake. Allowing for natural exaggerations, there can not have 
been much of Salamis in Cyprus left standing af ter this, and the 
emperor rebuilt it as Constantia (Sathas 1873). Paphos was so 
badly damaged, that it was not for some time rebuilt (2). 

In many ear thquake catalogues we find the information that 
during this ear thquake Salamis was flooded by a seismic sea-
wave, but we can lind no reference to such an event in the chro-
nics of the time (1), except in Oberhummer 's work (p. 140) who 
missinterprets Malalas's s tatement on this ear thquake. Malalas 
says: 

« . . . in the reign of Constantinus Chloros (3), Salamias 
(Salamis) in Cyprus suffered; the ear thquake made the 
largest part of the city to sink into the sea and threw the 
rest of it on the ground . . . » (p. 313). 

Oberhummer in transcribing the Greek text f rom Malalas omit-

(1) Malalas (lib. xii, §0. 415), Theophanes (p. 30c, 31a), Eusebius (Chro-
nicon p. 183), Anastasios (p. 29), Cedrinos (p. 298), Sócrates (H.E. ii, 10), 
Sozomenis (iii, 6), Sigonius (lib. 5, p. 169), Orosius (Bibl. Pa t rum, voi. 6, 
p. 442), Muratori (Ann. d'Italia, voi. 2, p. 343). 

(2) Hieronymus « Vita St. Hilarionis » Migne's Patrologia Latina, voi. 
23, col. 50. 

(3) CI. Sathas (1873), p.p. r¡-'it\ Unger-Kotschy (1865) p. 60. 
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ted three words f rom the third line (1), so that the translation 
of the text reads « the city was overwhelmed by the sea (2) ». 
The complete text, however reads « the city sunk into the sea », 
which, as it should, does not allude to a seismic sea-wave. 

It appears, therefore, that this missinterpretat ion of Mala-
las's s tatement by Oberhummer, lead later authors to believe that 
the 342 ear thquake in Cyprus was accompanied by a seismic sea-
wave. It is quite clear, however, that the result of the 342 earth-
quake was to make par t of the city of Salamis to slump and sink 
into the bay of Famagusta, in a similar manner as Helice did in 
the Gulf of Corinth in 373 BC. 

8. 344 AD. Dardanelles (Hellespont) and Niksar (Neocaesaria) 
(iv) Thracian Coasts (in). 8 (p. 298c), 45 (v, P. 110, line 36). 

A few years later a violent ear thquake in Hellespont devasta-
ted Niksar (Neocaesaria). This event is mentioned by many histo-
rians (3) but Cedrinos and Sigonius refer in addition to a con-
vulsion both at sea and on land as a result of which the city of 
Neocaesaria « drowned into the sea » (4). It is not clear whether 
Cedrinos's s tatement refers to an inundation. From Sigonius's 
narrat ion, however, it seems most probable that Neocaesaria was 
flooded by the sea. 

No detailed account on this event was found. 
According to the writers in the Corpus Scr iptorum Historiae 

Byzantinae, the year of this event must be 344 AD. Both Mallet 

(1) The Per t inen t Greek text in its comple te f o rm is: «...2aÄ.a(iifis 
nóAi,; xf)C Ki'.xoon, i a ó OEIOUOO xaxcmov-x ioöe laa EÍ? XI'|V OuAuooav . . . » 
O b e r h u m m e r omi t s the words «...EÚ xijv öaXaaaav...» 

(2) O b e r h u m m e r concludes tha t «. . xaxoCTovxioÖE i r a . . . Der Ausdruck 
lässt e rkanhen , das auch in diesem Falle die w e r h e e r e n d s t e Wirkung von 
einer Flutwelle ausg ing» , (p. 140). 

(3) Hie ronymos (Ann. 2360); Theophanes (p. 31a); Nyssensianos Grego-
rios (vol. 3, p. 554 bc); Eusebios (p. 252); Cedrinos (p. 298c); Fry tsch ius 
(p. 347); Sigonius (lib. v, p. 110, line 36). 

(4) « ... pont i s the isa kateptöthi . . . » Cedrinos 
« ... mar i absorpta . . . » Sigonius 
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(1858) and Perrey (1850) date this event one year too low and 
miss Cedrino's statement. 

9. 348 AD. Syrian coasts. Beirut (iii?), Arwad Islands (iii?). 43 
(p. 199). Not found in contemporary writers. 

10. 362 AD. Dead Sea. Jordanian coasts (iii?). 43 (p. 192), 44 (p. 
801). No authority is quoted. Chronographers of the time who 
describe the earthquake do not mention a seismic sea-wave, 
3 (xxiii, 13), 27, and cross-references in 42 (p. 148). 

11. 365 AD. July 21, Eastern Mediterranean, Methone, Epidaurus, 
Crete (z'v), Beaotian Coasts, Adriatic Coasts, Epirus, Alexan-

dria, Sicily (iii +). 3 (xxxi, 10.15), 15 (i, P. 349), 8 (P. 310c, d, 
314c, d), 10 (P. 255c), 12 (P. 47d), 11 (xiii), 9 (P. 310b), 16 (i, 
521, 621), 25a (P. 65), 28 (iv, p. 187), 31 (P. 526), 29. 

In 365 AD an ear thquake occurred in Greece which was fol-
lowed by a desasterous seismic sea-wave. This event is mentioned 
by many wri ters (1). Thousands of people were drowned and the 
waves leveled many towns on the coasts of Crete, Peloponnesus, 
Boeotia, and even as far as Alexandria and Sicily. 

From Marcellinus, Cedrinos, Theophanes, Calvisius and Bol-
landus we learn that... « A little before sunrise on the 21st of 
July, in the first consulship of Valentinian, there was a terrible 
earthquake. The sea was driven back and its very depths were 
uncovered. Many marine animals were left sticking in the mud. 
The depths of the sea, its valleys and the recesses of its hills, 
which since creation had been lying beneath the boundless wa-
ters, now beheld the first beams of the sun. The ear thquake shook 
the whole world. In Alexandria the sea carried ships over the great 

(1) Amminanus Marcellinus (Hist. Rom., lib. xxvi, § 10.15-19); Hierony-
mos (Vita Hilarionis, vol. 1, p. 394); Cedrinos (p. 310 cd, p. 314 cd); Socra-
tes (lib. iv, § 3); Theophanes (p. 47 d); Paschalis (Chron., p. 301 d); Malalas 
(lib. xiii); Libanius (Epit. Julianii, vol. 1, p. 521, p. 621); Orosius (lib. xii, 
§ 32); Calvisius (p. 526); Bollandus (Acta Sanct.) ; Baronius (Ann. Eccles., 
vol. iv, p. 187); Sigonius (Occid. Imp. I, lib. v, p. 236). 
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walls, while in other places it s tranded them on the dry shore. 
In the Adriatic sea ships were stranded until the sea came back 
again. Other vessels of great size were driven on shore and cast 
upon the housetops, as happened in Alexandria. Some were even 
driven two miles inland, of which I myself (Marcellinus) saw one 
in Laconia, near the town of Methone, which was lying and rot-
ting where it had been driven. Many places in Crete, Achaia, Bo-
cotia, Epirus and Sicily perished under the sea which rose and 
rushed inland up to the foothills of the mountains 12 miles f rom 
the shore. Places where in the past were ment for pedestrians, 
became navigable and new places appeared f rom the sea. Five 
thousand people perished in Greece, since when the sea retired 
people straggled about the shoals picking up fishes and things 
of that kind. In another quar ter (?) the waves came back, swelling 
over the boiling shallows, beat upon the islands and coasts of the 
mainland, leveling cities wherever they encountered them. In 
Epidaurus, Saint Hilarion is said to have stopped the waves f rom 
flooding the town by standing on the shore immediately af ter 
the sea had retired. In other places, however, near Epidaurus, the 
wave leveled many towns and the bodies of those who perished 
floated about in the shallows on their backs and faces ». 

In this, and in other descriptions of the event, it is of inte-
rest to notice how little is mentioned of the damage which was 
caused by the ear thquake shock proper. Apart f rom Crete, where 
a number of towns in the interior of the island is said to have 
been damaged (1), no other town seems to have been damaged by 
the shock itself. This, to our mind, indicates that the seat of the 
ear thquake shock should have been at some distance f rom the 
land, at sea; most probably somewhere between Crete and the 
southwest coasts of Peloponnesos in the vicinity of the Ionian 
fault . Such a position of the ear thquake seat would easily account 
for the unopposed propagation and great magnitude of the wave 
on the southern coasts of Peloponnesos, in the Adriatic sea and 
on the coasts of Alexandria. Also, the fact that a considerable ti-

(1) We are inclined to think that this damage was produced by another 
ear thquake, probably by that mentioned by Libanius, Socrates, and Si-
gonius, for 368 AD. 
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me should have elapsed between ebb and flow in places such as 
Epidaurus, Adriatic sea, Alexandria and Asia Minor indicates that 
the seat of the sea-wave, if it coincided with that of the earthqua-
ke, should have been at a considerable distance f rom these pla-
ces. 

Apart f rom Theophanes and Cedrinos who date this event one 
year too high, all the others agree for the year 365 AD. 

12. 447 AD. November. Sea of Marmara. Marmara islands, Dar-
danelles and the Coasts of Marmara (iv —), Constantinople 
(Hi). 49 (i, 17). 

During the beginning of November 447 AD, a disasterous 
ear thquake occurred in Constantinople. The shock was felt in 
Thrace, Phrygias, Troad, Bithynia and in the Hellespont and 
caused heavy damage. This event is described in many contem-
porary writings (1), and f rom Evagrios we learn that: 

« ...during the reign of Theodosius, a horrible ear thquake 
occurred in his dominion. The shock was so violent that 
many fortresses were thrown to the ground and the long 
walls at Kherronisos collapsed. In many places chasms 
opened into the ground and many towns perished in them. 
Many other misfortunes occurred, both on land as well 
as at sea. Springs ceased to flow and new ones burst 
forth. Trees were flung up roots and all and land-slides 
changed the shape of mountains. From the sea dead fish 
was hurled violently on shore and many islands were 
inundated; and when the sea retired sailing ships were 
left standing on shore. The two Phrygias Bythinia and the 
Hellespontos suffered. This calamity persisted for a long 
time, though not with the same violence as it began; with 
time the shaking faded out until it stoped... » (lib. i, 
§ 17) (2). 

(1) Chronicon Paschali (p. 317); Theophanes (p. 93); Malalas (p. 363); 
Evagrios (lib. i, § 17); Marcellin. 

(2) Free translat ion. 
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This ear thquake seems to have centered on the nor thern par t 
of the Marmara area, and although Evagrios does not name the 
islands which were flooded by the sea-wave, it seems probable 
that they were the islets in the Sea of Marmara. 

All historians concerned agree in the date of this event which 
can be placed in the first week of November 447 AD (1). 

13. 450 January. Sea of Marmara, Constantinople (iii). 9 (p. 572), 
31 (p. 552). 

Many Historians (2) of the time mention an ear thquake in 
Constantinople which occurred in January 450. From their nar-
rations it appears that the shock was not very severe and that 
no damage of any magnitude was caused. Except Lycosthenes 
(1557) none of the authorit ies consulted mentions a seismic sea-
wave. Lycosthenes, most probably refering to the ear thquake at 
Constantinople of 447, says that: 

« ...the earth opened in many chasms, and many cities in 
Asia were overthrown. The sea abandoned its shores and 
fire appeared in the sky. The ear thquake lasted for six 
months... ». 
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